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Vc iMpacT:  
aT a 
glance

Vc-backed firms 
make up only 0.01% 
of gDp but 10% of 
all business r&D 

expenditure in 
australia

in australia,  
Vc-backed companies 

spend on average 
200x more on r&D per 

employee than other 
businesses

successful  
Vc-backed companies 

have strong job creation 
rates and attract highly-

skilled staff

australian  
Vc-backed companies 
accounted for $4b in 
assets and $2.8b in 

sales in 2011

2 of the 20 us 
fDa-approved drugs 
identified as “first-in-
class” in 2012 came 
from australian Vc 

portfolios

Vc-backed  
companies make  

up a fifth of  
asX healthcare  

market cap

Top Vc-backed 
companies cochlear, 
resMed and seeK 
alone employ nearly 

7,000 people 

Vc-backed companies 
are ipo-ready in half 

the time needed 
by non-Vc-backed 

companies

for every dollar of 
assets owned, Vc-
backed companies 
innovate at a much 

greater rate than other 
companies
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oVerView
 › This report reviews the economic contribution of Vc to australia.

 › To date, around 500 companies in australia have been backed by Vc. in the us, 
there are 24,000 such companies.

 › Despite the relatively shorter history of Vc in australia, many of our current leading 
technology and life sciences companies can claim Vc backing in their histories, 
e.g. seeK, cochlear, and resMed, to name a few. 
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note: “Vc-backed companies” refers to companies that have received Vc investment.

 › what have been the outcomes of Vc investment in australia?

 – Creating jobs and growing innovative companies:  
Vc backing has helped create new highly-skilled jobs and catalyse the growth of 
new innovative companies that have become market leaders in their own right.

 – Bringing Australian research from the laboratory to the marketplace: Vc backing 
has helped transform homegrown innovation into real productivity gains that 
have helped make our smart industries bigger, and big industries smarter.

 – Generating far-reaching returns to society and the economy: Vc-backed products 
and services have changed and improved our quality of life, producing high 
social and economic returns per dollar invested.

500
VC-backed 
companies
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF VC IN AUSTRALIA

secTion 1

creaTing jobs & growing 
innoVaTiVe coMpanies



Vc bacKing has helpeD creaTe 
resilienT, fasT-growing anD 
innoVaTiVe businesses
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VC-backed job creation rates

Company
Baseline  

# jobs
Latest  
# jobs # change

%  
change

Average 
% p.a.

SIRTeX

SEEK*

Pharmaxis*  

Cochlear

ResMed

sources: s&p/capital iQ, Thomson one, company sources.  
* iif recipient

29 
30/6/05

144 
30/6/12

115 +397% +57%

196
30/6/05

700 
31/12/12

504 +257% +34%

41 
30/6/05

145 
30/6/12

104 +254% +36%

982
30/6/05

2,390
30/6/12

1,408 +143% +20%

1,927 
30/6/05

3,700 
30/6/12

1,773 +92% +13%

Vc helps iDenTify anD esTablish 
The job creaTors of The fuTure

VC-backed companies 
create thousands  
of jobs in  
Australia

VC-backed companies 
grow the market  
for highly- 
skilled jobs

Cochlear Ltd employs some 2,400 staff. of these, 40% 
have tertiary qualifications and 48 have phDs/other 
postgraduate degrees. 

Engana (Finisar Australia) has over 280 staff at their 
manufacturing and r&D facilities in waterloo, sydney. 
This includes over 120 engineers, of which a third 
have phDs.
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case sTuDy:
engana (finisar au)

engana was founded in 2001 by Dr simon poole and steve frisken. 
poole and frisken had observed the looming explosion in data traffic 
globally and had identified that optical communications systems would 
have to become more flexible to accommodate this expansion.  

engana was set up to address this market opportunity by developing 
optical switching subsystems (known as wavelength selective 
switches (wss)) to handle the switching of very high bandwidth optical 
communication signals within a network. 

a key differentiator of engana’s technology was its flexibility – its 
ability to easily switch different types of optical signals with ever-
increasing bandwidth. 
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MoVinG to the GloBAl stAGe 
During the first five years of its existence, the company raised over $14m in 
funding from a consortium of Vc and private investors. This funding enabled 
the company to focus its energies on product development, as well as grow 
its manufacturing and global marketing capabilities. 

in 2006, engana was acquired by optium corporation for us$43m and was 
subsequently part of optium’s successful nasDaQ ipo in september 2006. 
in 2008, optium corporation merged with finisar, the leading supplier of 
optical components and modules.

FinisAr AustrAliA todAy
sydney-based finisar australia currently focuses on products that have 
evolved from engana’s core intellectual property. The technology is now 
widely used in australia and across the world, including in australia’s 
national broadband network (nbn).

poole and frisken still play a key role in finisar australia which employs over 
280 staff, including over 120 engineers, at the company’s state-of-the-art 
manufacturing and r&D facilities in waterloo, sydney. 

finisar australia is now one of the top two manufacturers of wss technology 
worldwide. They derive 100% of sales from exports, with total exports to date 
amounting to several hundred million dollars.

frisken said australia’s distance from the rest of the world inspired them. 
“The next time you download from a distant website or make a phone call to 
anywhere in the world, there’s a pretty good chance that that information’s 
been routed to you along the link from australian-grown technology,” he said.
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 › Vc helps put promising new 
technologies on the growth trajectory. 
They accelerate growth to establish 
new market leaders, which continue 
growing strongly even years after the 
initial Vc investment.

 – QRxPharma’s revenues grew 
2,643% in 7 years: a cagr of 
60% p.a.

 – ResMed’s revenues grew 135% 
in 7 years to $1.3b in 2012. 
Cochlear’s revenues grew by 
123% over the same period to 
$779m.

 › research also shows that in australia, 
listed Vc-backed companies take 
an average of only 9 years from 
incorporation to ipo, compared 
to non-Vc-backed companies 
which take an average of 18 years 
(cumming and johan (2012)). 

VC-backed revenue growth rates

Company
2005  
AUDm

2012 
AUDm

#  
change AUDm

%  
change

QRxPharma*

CogState*

ImpediMed

SIRTeX

SEEK*

sources: s&p/capital iQ, Thomson one, company sources.  
* iif recipient

$0.07 $1.92 $1.85 2,643%

$1.03 $12 $10.97 1,065%

$0.28 $2.95 $2.67 954%

$11.84 $82.6 $70.76 598%

$71.33 $445.23 $373.9 524%

Vc helps acceleraTe growTh

Non-VC-backed

IPOIncorporation 18yrs

VC-backed

IPOIncorporation 9yrs
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Vc backing helps accelerate growth to establish new 

market leaders, which continue growing strongly even 

years after the initial Vc investment. 

in 1999, aMwin invested $2.5m in seeK ltd as part of 

the company’s first institutional capital raising. 

fourteen years later, seeK is worth 1,440x that initial 

investment at $3.6b.*

it is now more than twice the size of fairfax Media 

(founded 1841) and is australia’s 2nd largest commercial 

& professional services company after brambles 

(founded 1875). 

Today, seeK is the largest online  

job-listings business in the world. 

* as of 6 May 2013. 

did you know?

SEEK 
largest online  
job-listings business  

in the world
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF VC IN AUSTRALIA

secTion 2

bringing ausTralian 
research froM The lab 
To The MarKeTplace



VC-backed r&d expenditure

Company
2005  
AUDm

2012 
AUDm

%  
Change

Total 2005-2012 
AUDm

Cochlear

ResMed

Pharmaxis*

QRxPharma*

SIRTeX

sources: s&p/capital iQ, Thomson one, company sources.  
* iif recipient

$44 $119 170% $666 

$40 $106 165% $589

$9 $29 222% $197 

$3 $9 200% $74

$1 $11 1,000% $46

r&D is aT The core of  
Vc-bacKeD coMpanies

 › Vc-backed companies are research-
focused, and continue to generate 
new ideas and products as they grow

 › Ten of the largest Vc-backed 
companies alone have spent $1.4b 
in r&D from 2005-2011

 – These are companies that reached 
critical mass only because 
of early stage support by Vc 
and government

 › They also invest in infrastructure to 
support r&D and manufacturing, e.g.:

Cochlear’s new 
$128m Global HQ and 
manufacturing and r&D 
facility on the Macquarie 
University Campus

$128m

12ha

ResMed’s 12-hectare 
manufacturing and r&D 
campus in Norwest 
Business Park 
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The $2b australian Vc industry backs a disproportionately 

large share of global pharmaceutical product development. 

Most major global pharmas get only a single drug 

approved by the fDa in a given year. 

but of the 39 new medicines approved by the us fDa 

in 2012, two came from australian Vc portfolios: picato 

(developed by peplin) and synribo (developed by 

chemgenex). 

both drugs were among the 20 new medicines identified 

by the fDa that year as the first in their class to be 

approved by the agency, indicating their unique and 

innovative nature.

did you know?

VC  
INDUSTRy ––––––– 
AUSTRALIA
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case sTuDy:
pharMaXis

pharmaxis ltd is a specialty pharmaceutical company involved in the 
research, development and commercialisation of new drugs to treat 
and manage respiratory diseases, including asthma, cystic fibrosis, 
bronchiectasis and pulmonary fibrosis.

pharmaxis Medical Director, Dr brett charlton, co-founded the company 
in 1998 with Dr bill cowden while they were researchers at the australian 
national university. BA
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inVestMent 
in 1999, rothschild bioscience Managers ltd (now gbs Venture partners) 
invested $2m in seed funding in the fledgling company. in 2002, the 
company secured an additional $9.6m in series b funding from venture 
capital and institutional investors. 

in 2005, after six more years of research and product development, the 
company closed an $87m capital raising on the asX and nasDaQ – the 
largest of any australian pharmaceutical company at that time. 

leAdinG heAlthCAre produCts
The company’s first product, aridol, assists in diagnosing and managing 
asthma, a condition that affects over two million australians and 300 million 
people worldwide. aridol is approved for sale in australia, major european 
countries, Korea and the us. 

The company’s second product, bronchitol, is a drug designed to reduce 
the amount of mucus build-up in the lungs of patients suffering from chronic 
respiratory conditions, including cystic fibrosis. bronchitol was the first new 
cystic fibrosis treatment to be developed in 15 years and is approved for sale 
in australia and europe.

phArMAxis todAy
pharmaxis is now moving from a clinically-focused development company to 
a fully integrated operating business. 

under the leadership of Dr alan robertson, the company constructed a 
new purpose-built pharmaxis factory and company headquarters at frenchs 
forest in sydney. The manufacturing equipment has capacity to cater for 
40,000 patients per year with the opportunity to double this capacity with the 
installation of additional equipment.

The company now  employs over 100 people across its research, clinical 
development, regulatory and commercialisation disciplines.

Today, pharmaxis’ headquarters and manufacturing operations are located 
in sydney, with offices in the us, europe and asia pacific. 

“we have overcome a number of hurdles to bring bronchitol to cystic fibrosis 
patients in europe and australia and recently secured additional funding 
through a financing agreement with novaQuest,” said pharmaxis ceo 
Mr gary phillips. 

“we are now focused on maximising the growth of bronchitol’s sales while 
at the same time accelerating the addition of new territories. we also have 
a number of research projects underway with the aim of developing new 
products to market in coming years.”
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Vc helps MaKe our 
sMarT inDusTries 
bigger...
 › 1 in 4 asX-listed healthcare companies have received Vc backing before.

 › of the top 50 healthcare and biotech stocks, one-third are Vc-backed.

 › new market-defining products are created for global markets:

 – Avita Medical: commercialising the recell spray-on skin for burns victims

 – Cochlear: leading global hearing solutions company

 – Hitwise: a world leading internet marketing intelligence service providing web 
analytics, now owned by Experian

 – icix: cloud-based collaborative commerce network used by over 
20,000 businesses

 – ImpediMed: world leader in bioimpedance technology, e.g. for diagnosis 
of lymphedema

 – Looksmart: one of the pioneers of internet search marketing

 – Mocana: mobile device security solutions used by over 200 global corporations 
including Intel, Cisco and Dell

 – Peplin: pioneering topical treatment for skin cancers

 – QRxPharma: breakthrough pain relief: the “holy grail” of opioid pharmacology

… and many, many others.
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Vc-backed 
companies 
make up 

36% 
of the 
healthcare 
equipment 
& services 
subsector

Vc-backed 
companies 
make up 

21% of 
the asX 
healthcare 
sector

sources:  s&p/capital iQ, australian financial review, company sources. Market capitalisation figures as of 
31 jul 2012.  

ASX HEALTHCARE 
EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

SUBSECTOR MARKET 
CAPITALISATION

Not VC-backed
79%

VC-backed
21%

ASX HEALTHCARE
SECTOR MARKET 
CAPITALISATION

Not VC-backed
64%

VC-backed
36%

ASX HEALTHCARE 
EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

SUBSECTOR MARKET 
CAPITALISATION

Not VC-backed
79%

VC-backed
21%

ASX HEALTHCARE
SECTOR MARKET 
CAPITALISATION

Not VC-backed
64%

VC-backed
36%
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…anD our big inDu sTries sMarTer
For example:

 › Advertising & sales
 – Adgent Digital: social media platforms
 – Aktana: sales analytics using 

“big data”
 – bCode: mobile ticketing and mobile 

coupons
 – DesignCrowd: online access to 

freelance graphic designers
 – 5th finger: mobile marketing solutions

 › Agriculture
 – Catapult Genetics: livestock 

Dna testing
 – Myriax: measures and tracks 

fish stocks

 › Automotive
 – Cohda Wireless: gives vehicles 

360 degree awareness of 
potential collisions

 – HaloIPT (now owned by Qualcomm): 
wireless electric car charging

 › Beauty
 – Elastagen: anti-aging therapy
 – Mitoq: breakthrough anti-aging 

skincare cream

 › Communications
 – Clearsonics, Sensear: 

communications solutions for use in 
public/noisy areas e.g. in tunnels, 
mines and factories

 – Engana, Crossfiber: optical switches 
for next-generation fiber optic networks

 – G2 Microsystems (now part of roving 
networks): ultra-low-power embedded 
wifi chips

 – Monitoring division: network diagnostic 
tools for high-speed optical networks. 
used by Optus and Singtel.

 – Ofidium: technology enabling 
100gbit/s transmission over existing 
communications infrastructure

 – Paloma Mobile: enables rich media 
services on lower-end phones and low-
bandwidth networks

 › Construction
 – Envirostream: remove pollutants from 

stormwater/urban runoff

 › energy
 – Ausra, Ingenero: solar energy 

technologies
 – Daintree Networks, Ilum-a-lite: 

energy-saving solutions
 – Hydrexia: hydrogen storage
 – Oceanlinx, Biopower: wave power
 – Wind energy: windlab

 › entertainment
 – Audinate, Dynamic Hearing: 

audio technology used by leading 
equipment vendors such as yamaha, 
bosch, wolfson

 – Bubble Gum Interactive: creates 
digital interactive kids’ games

 – Scalify: p2p networking for multiplayer 
online game publishers
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…anD our big inDu sTries sMarTer
 › Financial & admin services

 – Aruspex: business intelligence 
systems for workforce planning and 
management

 – Distra: payment processing solutions
 – iSelect.com.au: online 

comparison site
 – Mantara: ultra-low latency securities 

trading platform
 – Quickcomm: enterprise 

telecom expense management 
software solutions

 – RMSS: enterprise risk management 
software

 › Food & beverage
 – Lang Technologies: maximise yields of 

phytochemical compounds
 – Wine Preserva: disk systems to 

preserve the quality of wine against 
oxidation up to 5 days

 › Manufacturing
 – Ceram Polymerik: fire protection 

technology
 – MetSol: clean technology to convert 

industrial waste streams into 
saleable product

 – MIGfast: unique robot Mig 
welding tips

 – Moldflow (now owned by 
autodesk): plastic injection molding 
design software

 › Mining, oil & gas
 – Amdel (now owned by bureau 

Veritas sa): lab testing services to the 
minerals sector (also to industrial, 
environmental and food sectors)

 – Benthic: global leader in geotechnical 
services for offshore oil and gas 
projects

 – Digitalcore: produces 3D images for 
core analysis

 – Gekko: innovative mineral processing 
equipment & systems

 – QEMSCAN: mineral/material analysis 
technology

 › public services
 – Clearsonics: emergency call boxes, 

multifunction phone poles, phone 
bollards

 – Space-Time Research: productivity 
solutions for official providers of 
statistics, e.g. abs, aTo, centrelink

 › retail
 – Dealised: plug-and-play group 

buying platform
 – ImpulseLogic: store merchandising 

technology used by >450 
retailers worldwide

 – Styletread, Shoes of Prey: online 
shoe retailers

 – Zoomsystems: automated self-service 
retail stores

 › sport
 – CogState: concussion management 

for athletes
 – DorsaVi: Viperform technology for 

screening player injuries
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF VC IN AUSTRALIA

secTion 3

generaTing far-
reaching social & 
econoMic reTurns



Go global
Takes 

Australian 
innovation 
to the world

Jobs
Spurs high job 

creation 
rates, attracts 
highly-skilled 

workers

Social good
Develops 

products and 
services that 
improve the 
way we live

Financial
Benefits founders,

company staff
and investors

Productivity
Nurtures new 
technologies 
and positions 

Australia 
for the future

VC
Backing

The iMpacT of Vc bacKing 
reaches beyonD jusT The 
inVesTee coMpany
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Vc inVesTMenT by sTaTe  
fy05-fy12

definitions:

–  no. of investees: Total number 
of companies in that state 
receiving Vc investments from 
fy05-fy12.

–  equity invested: Total 
australian Vc investment in 
companies based in that state 
from fy05-fy12.

–  funds managed: Total funds 
managed by australian Vc 
funds based in that state from 
fy05-fy12.

wA
no. of investees: 21
equity invested:  $16m
funds managed:  $156m sA

no. of investees:  51
equity invested:  $30m
funds managed:  $55m nsw

no. of investees:  230
equity invested:  $267m
funds managed:  $1,397m

Qld
no. of investees:  92
equity invested:  $118m
funds managed:  $455m

ViC
no. of investees:  228
equity invested:  $209m
funds managed:  $1,072m

tAs
no. of investees:  18
equity invested:  $7m
funds managed:  -

ACt
no. of investees:  4
equity invested:  $3m
funds managed:  $29m
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Vc bacKs  
life-changing 
Drugs anD 
MeDical 
DeVices

 › diabetes & obesity:  
universal biosensors,  
Verva pharmaceuticals 

 › hypoglycemia:  
aiMedics

 › deep vein thrombosis: 
alchemia

 › skin: avita Medical 
(recell spray-on skin), 
elastagen

 › drug delivery: Vaxxas, polyactiva, acrux 
 › parkinsons: global Kinetics corporation
 › pain management: Qrxpharma, 

spinifex, neurotide
 › Chronic myeloid leukemia: chemgenex
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 › head injuries:  
cogstate

 › lice:  
hatchtech 

 › hearing loss:  
cochlear, Dynamic 
hearing

 › tinnitus:  
neuromonics

 › Cardiovascular problems:  
applied physiology, 
endoluminal, heartware, 
sunshine heart

 › lymphedema: impediMed

 › Bowel cancer screening: enterix
 › liver cancer: sirTeX Medical
 › kidney protection during coronary 

interventions: osprey Medical
 › testosterone deficiency, 

menopausal symptoms: acrux

 › Asthma, 
bronchiectasis,  
cystic fibrosis:  
pharmaxis,  
avita Medical
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case sTuDy:
peplin

peplin was founded in brisbane in 1998 by Dr jim aylward at the 
Queensland institute of Medical research, to develop and commercialise 
research on the properties of the sap of the milkweed plant Euphorbia 
peplus as a treatment for skin cancer.
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An Answer to A widespreAd GloBAl 
heAlthCAre proBleM
up to 60% of australians over 40 have sun spots (actinic keratosis or 
aK) compared with 25% in the northern hemisphere. around 40-60% of 
squamous cell carcinoma (a form of skin cancer) begin from untreated aK. 

peplin’s focus was on developing a topical gel treatment for aK called 
pep005, known under the trade name of picato®. The gel was developed 
as a non-surgical treatment that would be painless, easy to administer and 
leave no scarring or discolouration. its unique benefits included its short 
(2 or 3 day) course of therapy. 

the roAd to CoMMerCiAlisAtion 
between 2006 and 2009, peplin received support from both domestic 
and international venture capital funds through a number of capital 
raising rounds. in 2007, peplin relocated its headquarters to california 
to build momentum in the world’s largest pharmaceuticals market. 
however, production and manufacturing continued to operate from 
southport, Queensland.

leo phArMA ACQuires peplin And sets up An 
AustrAliAn presenCe
in 2009, Danish pharmaceutical company leo pharma acquired peplin. 
The exit value of over us$300m total consideration was among the highest 
ever achieved for a pre-market dermatology company and among the 
highest ever for any australian biotech company.

“The purchase of peplin by leo pharma in 2009 and the subsequent 
investment by leo in australia has ensured that picato, a development 
project originally funded by australian mums and dads, became available on 
the australian market in 2013”, said Dr peter welburn, general Manager of 
leo pharma australia.

in 2011, the company also began funding a new phD scholarship 
programme of $100,000 per student to undertake skin cancer research at 
the university of Queensland and the university of copenhagen.

pep005 ApproVed in us And eu
in january 2012, the us food and Drug administration approved picato® 
as a treatment for aK. in november 2012, the drug was approved in 
the european union as well, and subsequently launched in the uK in 
january 2013.

currently, leo pharma is working on different formulations of pep005 for 
non-melanoma skin cancer.
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for eVery Dollar, 
Vc-bacKeD coMpani es innoVaTe  
aT a Much higher r aTe Than  
oTher coMpanies

sources: aVcal analysis, cumming and johan (2012). 

patent numbers are winsorised at the top 1% to exclude multinationals with very large numbers of patents filed 
in australia. 

27%
13%10%

australian Vc-backed companies’ 
assets amount to only 0.3% of 
gDp. but it is estimated they 
contribute 10% of all business r&D 
expenditure, 13% of patent filings 
and 27% of patent citations.

VC-backed

0.3%

TOTAL ASSETS/GDP % R&D ($) % PATENT FILINGS % PATENT CITATIONS
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for eVery Dollar, 
Vc-bacKeD coMpani es innoVaTe  
aT a Much higher r aTe Than  
oTher coMpanies

73%87%90%

582%

non-VC-backed

australian non-Vc-backed 
companies’ assets are equal to 
almost 600% of gDp: 2,000x the 
size of Vc-backed companies. 
but collectively they spend only 
9x more on r&D, have only 7x more 
patent filings and 3x the number of 
patent citations.

TOTAL ASSETS/GDP % R&D ($) % PATENT FILINGS % PATENT CITATIONS
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case sTuDy:
MyriaX

Myriax was established in Tasmania in 1990 as sonarData pty ltd by 
a founding team led by ian higginbottom (formerly with the australian 
antarctic Division and csiro). 

its aim was to develop software for the visualisation and processing of 
hydroacoustic data collected from fishing vessels. 

it soon expanded to support the major scientific echosounders and 
sonars in use around the world. BA
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inVestMent
in 2007, starfish started investing in the early stage company and sonarData 
became Myriax via a change of name in january 2008.

Today, Myriax is widely recognised as the world leader in sophisticated 
fisheries acoustics technology and 4D geospatial software and consists of 
three business units (echoview, eonfusion and eonfusion flood).

eChoView
Myriax’s pioneer product, echoview, was developed by the founding team 
who created the first version of the product and invited the world fisheries 
acoustics community to use them as their programmers.

echoview is now an industry standard in the fisheries community and 
is used by more than 200 institutes worldwide to process data from 
hydroacoustic devices to measure and map fish stocks.

eonFusion
in 2008 Myriax launched its second major software product, eonfusion 
– a cutting-edge 4D data-visualization and analysis package. eonfusion’s 
applications include flood and sea-level-rise modelling, freshwater ecology 
and terrestrial animal tracking.

BACkinG tAsMAniA’s MArine 
reseArCh CApABility
Despite its global footprint, Myriax remains based in hobart, capitalising 
on the city’s position as the home of many of australia’s leading marine 
research institutes. These include csiro Marine and atmospheric 
research, The australian antarctic Division, antarctic climate and 
ecosystems cooperative research centre, institute for Marine and antarctic 
studies and university of Tasmania.
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True iMpacT of Vc is far-reaching
the figures understate the true impact of VC

up-skilling the 
Australian workforce. 
for example, 
Vc backing for 
clinical research 
improves the skills of 
australian healthcare 
professionals in 
treating patients.

early adoption by local 
users. Vc-backed 
companies provide 
australian patients early 
access to new medicines 
and technologies. This 
allows them to reap 
the benefits of new 
treatments earlier than 
the rest of the world 
and, for early adopters 
of disruptive new 
technologies, a first 
mover advantage.

Creating new export markets.  
Vc-backed companies 
support high-value-added 
export industries e.g. 
software, devices, clinical 
research services.

true benefits difficult to measure 
as many Vc-backed companies 
have since been acquired by 
larger corporations and hence 
their current financials are 
unavailable. e.g.:

 – Moldflow: now part of 
Autodesk Inc

 – Engana: now Finisar 
(Australia)

 – BTF: now part of 
bioMerieuxSA
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True iMpacT of Vc is far-reaching
how CAn one MeAsure Better QuAlity oF liFe?

Cochlear (backed by western pacific Management Company, now 
Advent Capital)

ray hare, cochlear implant recipient:

“ In my case, bilateral cochlear implants have proved essential to manage in the hearing 
world when one is almost totally deaf. They have allowed me to continue an active 
participatory life without any real difficulty. For this I am most grateful to the people 
involved in the initial and continuing development of the cochlear implant technology, 
in large part, an amazing Australian development.’’

cochlear website

pharmaxis (backed by CM Capital, GBs Venture partners, Bioscience Managers)

sian ellett, student, Melbourne university:

“ CF (cystic fibrosis) means bugs grow really easily in the lungs, you are really 
susceptible to being sick, you’ll often be on antibiotics. That’s where the Mannitol 
came in and changed things. I wasn’t coughing as intensely, didn’t get sick as often, 
my neck and back were able to relax a bit.’’

sydney Morning herald, “Vital drugs made cheaper, 24 june 2012

Applied physiology (backed by GBs Venture partners)

Dr Michael pinsky, professor of critical care Medicine, university of pittsburgh:

“ With Navigator™, the critical care practitioner now sees all the determinants of the 
cardiovascular state and how therapies and disease alter them in real time. The curtain 
has been pulled away from diagnosis, allowing us to treat and monitor the response to 
a level only dreamed of a few years ago.”

applied physiology website

hypomon (backed by GBs Venture partners)

brian Meads-barlow, on the Danii Meads-barlow foundation’s subsidy programme for 
hypomon devices for critically ill diabetics:

“ We want families from all walks of life to have access to it.”

news ltd, “Diabetic Daniella Meads-barlow, 17, among rising number of ‘dead in bed’ 
victims”, 7 april 2013
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VenTure iMpacT: 
suMMary
 › VC helps change the way we live and work – it helps entrepreneurs transform their 

ideas into products and services that change “the way things have always been 
done”. every day, innovations developed with Vc backing help make local and 
global businesses become more productive.

 › VC helps create better quality of life – it helps turn scientific advances into life-
changing drugs and medical devices that help treat diseases and improve the 
quality of life.

 › VC steps in to help bring new products and services from discovery to market. 
although the federal government spends $9b p.a. on supporting r&D, a very small 
proportion of that amount is spent on actual commercialisation of that research. 
importantly, Vc steps in where traditional sources of financing cannot.

 › VC helps take Australian-grown innovation to the world, e.g. cochlear, Dealised, 
hypomon, picato, relenza, windlab. The domestic innovation pipeline is very 
strong, which makes it attractive to global Vc investors as well. companies such as 
atlassian, bigcommerce, ozforex, and 99designs have all obtained funding from 
global Vc funds in recent years.

 › successful VC-backed companies are market leaders – they grow fast and their 
revenues tend to keep growing at a higher rate than their peers even many years 
after they are no longer funded by Vc. This creates a virtuous cycle: founders of 
successful businesses often go on to support other new entrepreneurs.

 › VC-backed companies don’t just create new jobs – they create new markets. 
australia needs a strong Vc industry to help bring homegrown ideas to market,  
if we are to strengthen our future productivity and competitiveness.
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